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Introduction

A!"#$%$&'’# ()%$'–“*e desire for friend-
ship comes quickly. Friendship does not’’–
speaks to a deep human need and longing. 

People with a valued status, as well as those with 
a devalued status, share aspirations for friend-
ship and love relationships. *e latter group re-
fers to those people who have characteristics that 
are negatively valued in society and community 
and who consequently experience ostracism and 
atypical life experiences.

All people with a devalued status, regardless of 
the cause of their devaluation, could be asked, 
‘What would your ideal life look like?’ *e an-
swers, if unfettered by low expectations, are likely 
to resonate with the phrase, ‘a life like anyone else.’ 
Variants of this phrase include ‘a typical life,’ ‘an 
ordinary life’ and ‘a life of meaning.’ *ere is gen-
erally broad agreement in Western cultures that 
the good things of life typically include such things 
as having a home, spending one’s time meaning-
fully, loving and being loved, having a range of 
relationships, contributing, having control over 
things that matter, safety and +nancial security. 
*e importance of the deep feeling of belonging 
and acceptance is a human need and thus is shared 
by all. *e feeling of deep ful+llment that comes 
from having a love relationship of trust, respect 
and deep liking is a gift, human to human. 
*e theory of Social Role Valorisation (SRV) 

posits that if someone is in valued roles, then it is 

more likely that they will have access to the good 
things of life (Wolfensberger, *omas & Caruso, 
1996). Further, the theory identi+es a number 
of recurring principles and actions that have the 
potential to contribute to devalued people having 
the good things of life. *is article explicitly looks 
at one aspect: that of freely given relationships, 
and examines the contribution of socially valued 
roles to the development of relationships. 
*e article arises from a deep concern at the dis-

parity seen in services and in families where there 
is a wish for the development of friendships but 
an absence of theory and strategic practice that is 
likely to lead to relationships with people who are 
not paid to be in the person’s life.
*ere are four sections to the article. It +rstly 

contextualises the topic of roles and relationships 
within the broad theme of community integra-
tion, describing what SRV o,ers to the topic. *e 
article then names two dominant experiences of 
people with a devalued status: the experience of 
witnessing life and the experience of community 
presence. It goes on to examine the likelihood 
of relationships arising from social participation 
roles. Five implications arising from the theory of 
Social Role Valorisation are then identi+ed.  

Community Integration 

D'#-"$' ."/' 011'-$021' of the impor-
tance of all people participating in public 
life, participating in cultural life, and liv-
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ing in the community (see for example the 2006 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of Per-
sons with Disabilities), there is surprisingly little 
progress in the community participation of people 
with disability (Verdonschot et al, 2009). In their 
systematic review of the literature, Verdonschot 
et al concluded that not only did few researchers 
actually base their research on a theoretical frame-
work, but many researchers did not actually de+ne 
what they meant by community participation.  

Some literature describes the preconditions 
likely to lead to better community participation. 
For example, when Heller et al (1998) contrasted 
the experiences of people in nursing homes and 
community settings, it was found that the size 
and types of settings a,ected the development 
of adaptive behaviour, health, opportunities to 
make choices and autonomy. In their own longi-
tudinal study, they found that it is not only size 
and type of facility that a,ects outcomes. When 
there were higher levels of autonomy and control, 
competency development, and personalisation of 
the environment, there was increased community 
participation. Similarly, the research found that 
having control over decisions about where they 
live was a factor for people with intellectual dis-
ability (McConkey et al, 2004) and people with 
psychiatric disabilities (Gulcur, Tsemberis, Ste-
fancic & Greenwood, 2007), increasing the likeli-
hood of greater levels of integration.

Examining community integration through the 
lens of SRV theory provides both a theoretical 
framework as well as helpful de+nitions. Follow-
ing their literature review, Flynn & Aubrey (1999) 
described the SRV de+nition as the ‘richest and 
most useful’ (p. 296). What SRV o,ers to an 
understanding of community integration is the 
power of being in valued roles. *e link between 
SRV and community integration is made most 
explicit by Lemay who writes:

(valued) social participation requires a 
(valued) role in a given (valued) context; 
personal social integration is said to be oc-

curring when an individual is engaged in 
(valued) reciprocated role activities with 
other (valued) role incumbents in a given 
(valued) social setting. (2006, p. 5)

Within SRV theory, community integration 
can be understood as a combination of ‘personal 
social integration’ (PSI) and ‘valued social par-
ticipation’ (VSP). Wolfensberger (1998, p. 123) 
de+nes this combination as the “adaptive partici-
pation by a socially devalued person in a cultur-
ally normative quantity of contacts, interactions 
and relationships with ordinary citizens, in typi-
cal activities, and in socially valued physical and 
social settings.”
*ere are a number of conditions that need to 

be satis+ed for someone to experience PSI and 
VSP. Firstly, ‘adaptive participation’ refers to the 
distinction between someone being dumped in 
community and someone developing those adap-
tive behaviours and skills to enable them to en-
gage in community life. *e former situation 
is clearly evident when someone moves from a 
segregated and congregated environment to one 
‘in the community’ without supports in order to 
thrive ‘in the community.’ *is is also apparent 
in those situations where an argument has been 
used that claims the ‘right’ of someone to be in 
community. However, if support is not provided 
to the person or others, then it could be di3cult 
to make the experience good for all parties.

Secondly, the de+nition makes clear that inte-
gration is not simply about being present in com-
munity. *e de+nition refers to with whom the 
person is engaged, what the person is doing and 
where the person is engaged. With regard to the 
‘with whom,’ the de+nition refers to the require-
ment of a quantity of interactions and relation-
ships being what would be expected for anyone 
else of a similar age, gender and culture. In other 
words, the yardstick for the number and type of 
relationships is whatever is culturally typical for 
that age, gender and culture. *us, the de+nition 
is about personal social integration. It refers to 
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the experience of an individual and the range of 
relationships that one could expect with friends 
and family, those people who are seen as regular 
acquaintances, those who might be considered 
‘nodding’ acquaintances, those who are paid–such 
as the librarian, shop assistant and electrician–and 
those from generic human services such as the 
doctor and hairdresser. 
*e SRV construct of ‘culturally valued ana-

logue’ provides a framework to think about how 
people have their needs met in as ordinary a way 
as possible. *is article is therefore grounded in a 
consideration of how ordinary citizens, even if un-
conscious of this dynamic, use their roles to meet 
people and develop a range of social contacts, ac-
quaintances, friends and intimate relationships. 
For example, it is constructive to consider that 
ordinary citizens need to have a large number of 
acquaintances in order to make a fewer number of 
friends and in order to have a love relationship (in 
addition to and other than family).

Valued social participation, according to the 
de+nition, must occur in ordinary (valued) places 
where there are other people with a valued status. 
Valued activities typically occur in valued settings. 
For example, shopping occurs in malls; football 
occurs on a +eld; tertiary study occurs in colleges 
or universities; work occurs in a business prem-
ise. An appreciation of valued social participation 
leads to an understanding of the importance of be-
ing in culturally typical places and activities of life.

Roles & Relationships: The Problem

H04"25 '6-&%!'/ 7%. SRV "28%!9# 
our understanding of community inte-
gration, the following section explores 

the nature of the problem for many people with 
a devalued status. *e problem is described as 
the di,erence between having the aspiration for 
belonging, freely given relationships and engage-
ment in community life, and not experiencing it. 
*e theory of Social Role Valorisation rests on a 
description of common negative life experiences 
(called wounds) and their impacts. *e lack of 

relationships with people with a valued status 
and the lack, or diminishment, of engagement in 
community life are expressions of the wounds of 
rejection and being distanced from community 
spaces and ordinary people both physically and 
socially. *is can lead to two sets of experiences 
for people with a devalued status: witnessing and 
community presence. 

The Experience of Witnessing
I$ "# ."$7"2 what is culturally typical that most 
people have some times when they withdraw from 
the world, preferring time with, say, a good book or 
gardening rather than being out and about and with 
others. *e issue for people with a devalued status 
is that not being part of the world can be the domi-
nant state, when they observe the world through 
the glass of a window or the screen of a television. 
*is is a form of witnessing life, and occurs espe-
cially for those whose main role is that of client, 
and who live in facilities such as nursing homes. 
If the facility is located in a rural location and/or 
far from generic resources, then this ‘witnessing’ 
is likely to be exacerbated. *e witness experience 
also occurs among those who are housebound.  
*is situation highlights the lack of primary 

roles, which are described by Lemay (2006) as 
family member and friend. In reality, the person 
could still have relatives and therefore be in the 
role of family member. However, if relationships 
have been fractured or there has been a loss of 
competencies in performing the role, the person 
might not be ascribed the role. For example, if 
someone has dementia and is no longer able to 
perform the responsibilities of ‘mother,’ then oth-
ers around the person might ignore the role and 
its potential. A lack of consciousness and/or ef-
forts to strengthen primary roles can be devastat-
ing for already isolated people.

Having the role of witness-to-life as the domi-
nant role is likely to be a very alienating experi-
ence. *e impact of realising that one is so di,er-
ent and that this di,erence is so negatively valued 
could lead to the conclusion that one cannot be in 
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the real world at all. *is assumption may in turn 
be internalised and thus become self-ful+lling. 

  
The Experience of Community Presence
N%!90$"4'&:, -'%-&' 704' $"9'# when they at-
tend a community location such as a park or a ge-
neric facility such as a shop. It is an experience of 
‘being there’ with little engagement with people. 
*is is community presence for people with a val-
ued status through the roles of, in these examples, 
park goer and shopper, and typically form only a 
very small part of their identity. 

Yet for people with a devalued status, commu-
nity presence is commonly much more identity-
de+ning, because much more time is spent in 
these types of roles. If people live in a group home 
or hostel, if they attend a sheltered workshop or 
day service, and if other parts of their lives are 
dominated by specialist services like therapies or 
doctors, then these experiences are likely to lead 
to a service life as opposed to a community life. 
If the people are not part of the neighbourhoods–
even though the buildings are located in ordinary 
neighbourhoods–then it is highly probable that a 
person experiences community presence but not 
community participation. 

Many service workers for people with a de-
valued status and many family members express 
a wish for a person to be ‘somewhere’ or to do 
‘something.’ *is typically means that they want 
the person to be out of the house and doing some-
thing. What the wish is likely to lead to is doing 
activities within a service program. It is not likely 
to lead to friendships with ordinary citizens be-
cause the person is not engaged in community life 
in any way that is likely to lead to the person be-
ing known or perceived other than in a client role, 
and with the possibility of a relationship other 
than with paid service sta, being formed. 

Abbott and McConkey (2006) showed that 
physical presence does not guarantee greater social 
contacts with people with a valued status. *ey 
found that the people themselves reported barri-
ers in terms of their own physical and functional 

impairments, being cast into the child and client 
roles, being grouped together with other people 
with disabilities, the presence of non-integrative 
features of ‘home,’ and di3culties in achieving 
valued social participation in community.
*is is exempli+ed in the following scenario. A 

person is a passenger in a car and is taken by paid 
sta, to a park, a mall or a co,ee shop. It could be 
argued that people are then in the roles of park 
goer, mall goer or café patron. If the need of the 
person was to develop skills in being in public spac-
es, then these roles could be an appropriate starting 
point. However, if the intention was longer-term 
relationships with ordinary citizens, then roles that 
give only community presence are insu3cient. 

A second example is when a person might be 
described as being in the role of, for example, 
bowler in those instances where someone is taken 
to a generic facility like a bowling alley. Howev-
er, if they only go when no other citizen-bowlers 
are there and/or only go with other people with 
whom they share some form of devalued status, 
then this too can only be considered to be com-
munity presence. It is not the sort of participa-
tion referred to in the de+nition of PSI and VSP, 
and instead creates a ‘dip in, dip out’ experience 
of community life. For some people, such as those 
who have spent years in an institution and who 
have fractured family relationships, this might be 
a legitimate introduction to community. How-
ever, for those whose dominant roles (the roles 
in which they spend the most time) are client, 
resident and patient, and if the only valued roles 
are those such as café patron, park goer and shop-
ping mall goer, then this set of roles indicates a life 
merely of community presence.   
*ere is a sense that the person is ‘visiting’ com-

munity, and some funded programs actually use the 
language of ‘community access’ whereby the service 
helps people go to the shops, movies, etc., accom-
panied by a worker. *is is the experience of being a 
‘stranger in a strange land.’ If the service system did 
not function as the receptacle for the person with a 
devalued status, then it would not need programs 
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to return the person, albeit brie;y, to community 
life. Even in these roles, there is little participation 
in community life, and little or no engagement with 
people with a valued status. *e shopkeeper could 
be considered as a social contact, but unless there 
is regular contact over a long period, it is highly 
unlikely that this contact would develop past even 
the acquaintance stage nor bring with it greater ac-
cess to the good things of life. In this scenario, it is 
clear that relationships given in a freely given way by 
people with a valued status are minimal.

One of the issues about roles that bring (only) 
community presence is that they have a very nar-
row bandwidth (Wolfensberger, 1998, 31; Tu-
meinski, 2010), which means that they open very 
few doors to other roles. *ere is some surprise 
about this by proponents of community living 
who believe that going to, say, the same co,ee 
shop for weeks and even months will result in a 
freely given relationship. Typically, citizens go to 
co,ee shops, parks and malls with friends, not to 
make friends. *us, the strategy of being a café 
goer is an atypical strategy. *ere is a small chance 
of success in building relationships only if other 
community members are also in the role of ‘regu-
lar’ [café patron], if they go to these settings to 
meet people and if there is deliberate and strategic 
work done to encourage relationship building.   

In Pursuit of Valued Social Participation & 
Personal Social Integration 

Through Valued Roles

A #:#$'90$"1 !'4"'. of multiple research 
+ndings conducted by Verdonschot et al 
(2009) found that overall, people with in-

tellectual disability had smaller social networks, 
most of their relationships were with paid work-
ers, they were less often employed, less likely to 
be involved in community groups and more likely 
to participate in recreational activities with others 
with a disability and paid sta, or to engage in lei-
sure alone and in a passive way. *e major +nding 
was that there is greater community participation 
for those people who live in community settings 

than those in segregated settings, but that the level 
of community participation is still signi+cantly less 
when compared to people without impairments.   

People with a valued status take social participa-
tion for granted. It is done within the context of 
having a typical lifestyle in valued settings and do-
ing valued things with other valued people. *is 
typical lifestyle brings the bene+ts of purpose, 
meaning and relationships. For people with a de-
valued status, valued social participation is more 
likely to happen if the person is in valued social 
roles. Roles can enable a person to be engaged in 
a valued activity in a valued physical and social 
setting. Examples would be roles such as tenant, 
host, club member, student, ball boy, employee 
and volunteer. *e challenge is to consider the link 
between roles, participation and relationships. 

Relationships are at the heart of a community 
life. McMillan and Chavis (1986; cited by Obst, 
2004) de+ne a ‘sense of community’ as a “feeling 
that members have of belonging, a feeling that 
members matter to one another and to the group, 
and a shared faith that members’ needs will be 
met through their commitment to be together.”

To understand social participation, it is helpful 
to think about the ‘forms’ that participation takes. 
*is article suggests that there are two forms of 
social participation: task participation and rela-
tionship participation. Task participation is the 
engagement of people in a task such as a work 
task like photocopying or a recreation task like 
stamp collecting. Relationship participation is 
where there is engagement with people in a group 
of two or more.
*e distinction is made because the di,erent 

forms of participation will give di,erent out-
comes. If the desired outcome is friendship, then 
there must be either both forms of participation 
or at least relationship participation. If the de-
sired outcome is belonging, then both types of 
participation will be helpful. *e latter can be 
understood in light of Jean Vanier’s de+nition of 
belonging: belonging is being missed when one 
is not there (McCalmont & Flemington, 1968). 
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One could be missed through task participation 
roles because one’s contribution through the task 
will be missed. One could be missed through rela-
tionship participation roles because one’s personal 
gifts and attributes are likely to be missed.

Task participation could be done alone, such 
as performing a work task in an isolated space 
in a business premise. In such a situation, there 
could be belonging, but not a friendship. Rela-
tionship participation is less likely to be done 
without task participation, but it is possible such 
as when groups of friends gather for a chat. Be-
ing involved in family celebrations is an example 
of relationship participation through a primary 
role and could be with or without a task partici-
pation role.

A merging of relationship roles and task partici-
pation roles is exempli+ed in roles such as work 
colleague, sports team member and choir member. 
*ese show how a secondary role, like sports par-
ticipant, which is both a task and relationship par-
ticipation role, could develop into the primary role 
of friend. However, the problem for people with a 
devalued status is that few get to be in either task 
participation or relationship participation roles. 
*is could explain people’s social isolation, low en-
gagement with community life and loneliness. 

Lemay (2006) also describes the notion of role 
cascading, where more roles become available once 
one is in a role with a wide bandwidth. *ese dy-
namics are illustrated in the work of Patterson and 
Pegg (2009) who describe casual leisure roles as 
largely passive, intermittent and requiring low lev-
els of skill or training. *ey contrasted ‘casual’ lei-
sure roles with ‘serious’ leisure roles, the latter being 
the systematic pursuit of “amateur, hobbyist or vol-
unteer [roles]” (p. 390). *e activities in these roles 
become “a central life interest” (p. 391). What can 
be seen here is the link between roles and identity. 
*ey also found that people reported that the roles 
increased skills, which opened the door to other 
roles (such as the role of volunteer progressing to 
a paid employee role) and relationships with others 
who were also pursuing the interest or hobby.   

In a study by van Alphan et al (2010), in which 
they interviewed neighbours of people with dis-
abilities living in ordinary neighbourhoods, an 
illustration of not utilising the bene+ts of role 
cascading is evident. One could assume that each 
person with a disability was also nominally in 
the role of neighbour. However, the interviews 
revealed not that neighbours had negative at-
titudes to their neighbours with disability, but 
rather that there was a perception that the ‘care 
home’ was a business rather than a real home. 
Consequently, there was a lack of surety about 
what to expect from the ‘neighbours.’ One of 
their conclusions was “sta, may help residents 
and neighbours in identifying possibilities to en-
gage in mutually acceptable forms of neighbour-
ing, taking into account the ambivalence, capa-
bilities and insecurities of both” (p. 361). *is is 
an illustration where the role of tenant led to the 
role of neighbour, but the role of good neigh-
bour was not optimised. 

In summary, if it is personal social integration 
and valued social participation that is desired, 
then enabling people to have roles that enable 
task participation and relationship participation 
will be necessary. A consciousness of roles that 
cascade to other roles will also be helpful. 

Implications

T7' &"9"$# %8 !%&'# that lead only to wit-
nessing life or community presence have 
been shown. *e potential of task partici-

pation and relationship roles to lead to friendships 
and belonging has also been shown.

In light of these assertions, there are +ve impli-
cations from an application of SRV theory: think 
‘roles;’ enable task participation through second-
ary roles and relationship participation; strength-
en primary roles; develop competencies in and for 
roles; and shape the role signi+ers, including the 
roles of others.

1. !ink ‘roles’
F"!#$&:, "$ "# "9-%!$02$ to think ‘roles.’ What 
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often happens is that those involved in the lives 
of people with a devalued status think ‘activities’ 
or think ‘programs.’ *is is primarily about +lling 
time and ‘being somewhere.’ As Shevellar (2009) 
says, “If we start with +lling time, then all we’ll 
get is activities. If we start with +lling roles, then 
time looks after itself.” Activities and programs 
will not lead to personal social integration. Nor 
will they lead to friendships with ordinary citi-
zens or belonging.
*e bene+ts of being in valued roles are well 

documented. For example, Nordenmark (2004) 
conducted a longitudinal study in Sweden and 
found that citizens had better health and well-
being when they had multiple (valued) social 
roles. One of the conclusions was that “a so-
ciety should encourage its members to engage 
in a variety of activities and social contexts and 
to achieve multiple social roles” (p. 124). *is 
article furthers the bene+cial e,ects of valued 
social roles by exploring the links between roles 
and relationships. 

2. Enable task participation through secondary roles 
and relationship participation
I8 $7' 5%0& is friendship and belonging, then it 
is important to enable task participation and rela-
tionship participation. Friendship and belonging 
are highly unlikely to develop from roles that only 
enable witnessing of community life or commu-
nity presence. In other words, relationships are 
rarely formed in the absence of a context. Task 
participation and relationship participation roles 
provide the context.

Harlan-Simmons et al (2001) used intentional 
strategies to develop valued roles around people’s 
interests as a means of developing relationships. 
*e beginning point was to develop a secondary 
role for and with the people, such as an exercise 
class member, a volunteer band member and 
woodworker. Friendships eventuated from some 
of the roles; it was reported that there were other 

bene+ts such as expanded networks, interesting 
things to talk about and increased con+dence. 
Important elements in these intentional strategies 
included ensuring that the roles involved regular 
participation in roles that were well matched to 
the individual’s interest, in highly regarded activi-
ties with relatively stable group membership, and 
with consistent support.     

3. Strengthen primary roles
T7' -!"90!: !%&'# of, for example, son, daughter, 
parent, cousin and old friend are fertile grounds 
for creating stronger personal social integration. 
*is requires a consciousness that these relation-
ships exist, even if they are not active. Secondly, it 
is required that people are brought together in a 
meaningful way. Families who involve their aged 
family member or family member with a disabil-
ity in all family events are laying the foundation 
for both personal social integration and valued 
social participation. Reconnecting people with 
old friends will foster relationship participation. 
*is might be assisted with ideas of what to do 
together, that is, task participation.

4. Develop competencies in and for roles 
D'4'&%-"25 1%9-'$'21' for acquiring roles and 
while in roles is important. More secondary roles 
are likely to open up when people have a level of 
competence to perform in them (Lemay,  2006). 
For example, a longitudinal study in Norway con-
trasted the lifestyles of young people in the special 
school system with those in the mainstream sys-
tem (Kvalsund & Bele, 2010). It was found that 
those students who went through the mainstream 
system had larger social networks after leaving 
school. *e authors argued that greater resilience 
was built by being in a mainstream school through 
increased expectations being held of them, greater 
likelihood of the  development of academic and 
social skills, and practice in “youth cultural com-
petence of building relationships” (p.  29).   
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5. Shape the role signi"ers, including the roles of 
others
I8 $7' -'!#%2 is in the task participation role of 
say, library user, then the person needs to be sur-
rounded by other library users and librarians, and 
be in a library so that there are the physical and 
social environmental role signi+ers to help the 
person to be in the role. *ere are also implica-
tions for the roles of the other party or parties in 
the person’s life. If, for example, the worker is in 
the role of carer or minder, then the role expecta-
tions are largely to ‘look after’ people. It is un-
likely that the person in that role will foster com-
petency development, task participation roles or 
relationship participation roles. 

An Illustration

T.% :'0!# <'8%!' $7' #$0!$ of this story, 
Grace attended a day service where other 
people with disabilities gathered to play 

games, go on ‘outings’ and learn what was called 
‘life skills’ while at the service. *e people in-
volved in looking out for Grace’s wellbeing were 
concerned that, outside of family life, Grace was 
experiencing only the witnessing of (real) life and 
a limited amount of community presence. *is 
was having detrimental e,ects on Grace’s compe-
tencies, as well as how Grace was seen by others 
and how she saw herself. A deep seated wish by 
all, including Grace, was to have a range of ac-
quaintances and friends in her life, who knew and 
appreciated Grace for who she really was, to do 
things with, and who might stand by her when 
that was needed.

Grace eventually got a job as a part time ad-
ministration worker. *e tasks in her job descrip-
tion were comprised of administrative duties that 
were ‘optimistically realistic’ for her in that they 
were within her capacities yet would still extend 
her skills. *e work in the background involved 
thinking about Grace’s interests and inclinations, 
what she said she liked, and being very conscious 

about what needs and vulnerabilities had to be 
considered in order for Grace to do well.

Over time, Grace’s colleagues appreciated her 
sense of joie de vivre and her caring nature. She 
asked after people if they were unwell. She never 
gossiped and never spoke ill of others. She was 
always on time. *e manager considered that 
these attributes contributed to a good work cul-
ture. During work time, Grace spent most of 
her time with other administrative sta, but also 
mixed with other colleagues during the course of 
her administration work. Grace always sat with 
colleagues to have lunch and attended all social 
activities hosted by the work place. *ese habits 
re;ected the experiences of relationship participa-
tion. Her job tasks re;ected task participation. 

Grace was missed on those days that she was 
ill or on holidays, probably for a couple of rea-
sons. Her colleagues missed what Grace brought 
to the workplace through her ways of being with 
them and her way of being in the world. *ey 
also missed what Grace did for them through her 
administrative support, for example, the shred-
ding wasn’t done, the mail wasn’t collected and 
delivered, and the photocopying was not done. 
*e manager pondered on whether the work col-
leagues also missed the opportunity that Grace 
brought to them to be kind.

It is clear to Grace and her family that at work she 
now has many moments of belonging. Outside of 
the work environment, relationships have evolved 
such that an ex-colleague and Grace occasionally 
go the movies. Another stays in touch via email. 
Life is still not perfect though: there are still times 
of loneliness and emptiness which are painful for 
Grace to experience and for the family to see. In 
terms of potential, there is a basis for future roles, 
and deeper and more relationships because of the 
valued role of worker and the accompanying task 
and relationship participation. *e people around 
Grace know that this will be a long story of belong-
ing and they have committed to making it happen.  
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In Conclusion

B'"25 -0!$ %8 1%99)2"$:, being in freely 
given relationships and having the experi-
ence of belonging is much more than sim-

ply what activities people with a devalued status 
do and where these activities are. *is is instruc-
tive for family members, people with a devalued 
status themselves and for service workers. If the 
achievement of friendships and/or belonging is 
the goal, then the key people must consider in 
which roles the person is supported. Some roles 
can and will only lead to the experience of wit-
nessing or community presence. If there is a want 
for someone with a valued status to step forward 
into the life of a vulnerable person, then there will 
be a greater likelihood of +nding that person if 
the person with a devalued status is at least in task 
and relationship participation roles. Only then 
can friendship and belonging be possible. Com-
munity presence is not enough. Community be-
longing rests on task and/or relationship partici-
pation, and this requires thoughtful, diligent, de-
liberate and often delicate work over an extended 
period of time. =

SEE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS ON PAGE 57
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LEARNING TO TEACH SOCIAL ROLE VALORIZATION (SRV)

S%1"0& R%&' V0&%!">0$"%2, when well applied, has potential to help societally devalued people to 
gain greater access to the good things of life and to be spared at least some of the negative e,ects of 
social devaluation. *is is one of the reasons why it is important for people to learn to teach SRV, so 
that its ideas and strategies are known and available to the right people in the right places who can 
apply it well. Unless people continue to learn to be SRV trainers, the teaching and dissemination of 
SRV will cease. Many SRV trainers for example could teach lots of people how to implement SRV, 
but not how to teach it to others. At a certain point there might be implementation of aspects of 
SRV, but the knowledge of SRV itself might not be passed on to others, such as the next generation 
of human service workers. Teaching about SRV, and learning to teach SRV, can be done in many 
ways, depending in part on one’s abilities, interests, resources and so on. 
*e North American SRV Development, Training & Safeguarding Council has developed a spe-

ci+c model for teaching people to competently do two things: (a) teach Social Role Valorization; 
and (b) teach other people to teach SRV. *e Council named this a “Trainer Formation Model.” A 
description of the Trainer Formation Model is available if you are interested (http://www.srvip.org/
about_mission.php); also see the article referenced below.

To +nd out more about studying SRV and learning to teach it, please contact Jo Massarelli at !e 
SRV Implementation Project, 74 Elm Street, Worcester, MA 01609 USA; 508.752.3670; jo@srvip.
org. She will be able to help you or to put you in touch with someone more local to your geographic 
area who can be of help.

RESOURCE

SRV Development, Training & Safeguarding Council (2006). A Brief Overview of the North American SRV Council’s 
Trainer Formation Model (November 2005). !e SRV Journal 1(1), 58-62.


